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this site features information for the Killing Ground (Modern Naval Fiction Library): 

18 of 19 review helpful Excellent account of war at sea and home in UK By A treveling Man This book deals with the 
perils of war and the sea It also explores the perils of war and at home We are introduced to the book at the hieght of 
the Battle of the Atlantic It is the time or unparalled danger for ships and country as a whole To loose the Battle of the 
Atlantic is to loose the war for the UK We are shown st Tasked to protect the vital threatened Merchant Navy convoys 
in the Western Approaches Howard finds himself in the middle of the Battle of the Atlantic mdash a full scale war that 
was a relentless savage battle against an ever present enemy and a violent sea in an arena known to embittered 
survivors simply as the killing ground This fictionalized account of the Battle of the Atlantic which spanned nearly six 
years and w A stirring tale of the Atlantic war one can almost smell the sea and the burning oil as Jitler s U boats 
wreak havoc Sunday Express Vivid naval action at its most authentic Sunday Times Mr Reeman writes with great 
knowledge about the sea and those who 
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